
Nothing says “love” like getting showered with wet doggie licks. But 
did you know that your dog’s tongue can reveal health imbalances?

Eastern Medicine practitioners have used the proven practice of ex-
amining the tongue to help correctly diagnose health issues in people 
for over 5,000 years. More recently, the practice has expanded to 
include our furry friends too! 

EASTERN MEDICINE AND
YOUR DOG’S TONGUE

Whether a dog’s tongue is pale, pink or red can help determine under-
lying health conditions, especially when combined with a dog’s behav-
ior, for instance. Dogs with pale tongues have an excess of cold energy 
(too much yin). Dogs with red tongues have too much heat (excess of 
yang). And dogs with pink tongues are neutral, which means they have 
a perfect balance of yin (cold) and yang (hot) energies. 

Eastern practitioners know that diet can play a key role in helping to 
re-balance a dog’s health, since specific foods can aid with cooling 
down, warming up, or maintaining a neutral dog, in order to regain 
and maximize health. Here’s what you need to know about your 
dog’s tongue color and what it means about their health:

Pale or light pink tongue: Dogs with a pale or light pink tongue 
have a slow, lazy demeanor and tend to love lying in the sun and hate 
the cold weather. They are more susceptible to catching colds and 
viruses. These dogs have too much cold energy, by Eastern medicine 
standards, so you should feed a diet that “warms” them up.

Red tongue/red around the edges: A dog with a red tongue prefers 
the shade and pants often. These dogs are likely to have dry skin, 

are hot to the touch and have recurring hot spots. Their temperament 
leans more towards the aggressive side and they are more likely to 
have separation anxiety. These dogs are likely too warm, so they 
need a diet that “cools” them down”.

Pink tongue: A pink tongue is a healthy tongue and one that every 
pet parent should strive for their dog to have. A dog with a pink 
tongue is happy, not anxious, and stands with a strong athletic pos-
ture. These dogs are energetic, active and alert. Since their health is 
in balance, they require a neutral diet, neither too warm or too cool, 
though they can enjoy other diets from time to time too.

MORE ABOUT COOLING, WARMING AND 
NEUTRAL DIETS

As we’ve learned, different foods have different energies or “tem-
peratures”, and these foods to help to correct imbalances. What are 
some of these foods? Warming diets include protein sources such as 
eggs and chicken, cooling diets feature rabbit and fish, and neutral 
diets contain beef and pork. 

Formulating these diets with the exact ingredients for your dog’s 
required temperature would take hours of research and careful mon-
itoring. Fortunately, Side By Side has done the work for you. Their 
cooling, warming and neutral diet options are specially created to 
help get your dog back into balance. All of their diets are veterinar-
ian-formulated and made with whole food, natural ingredients, then 
freeze-dried for maximum nutrition, to help heal and restore every 
dog back to optimal health. 

Give your dog food that is tailor-made to their health and disposition. 
Learn about Side By Side today. 

WHAT YOUR 
DOG’S TONGUE 
SAYS ABOUT 
THEIR HEALTH

Whole Foods that Nourish & Balance!



The Patented Side by Side Pet Health Assessment System is an easy-to-use fun questionnaire that 

can be completed right in a store using our QR code that is found on the shelf talker, checkout 

counter tent card, back of packaging or on our special assessment pad provided to stores. 

Using this data, the pet owner receives a personalized answer assessing whether their pet’s body 

is in neutral (balanced), warm (needs cooling food) or cool (needs warming food). As each tem-

perature requires a specific formula to bring the dog into balance, the pet owner is empowered to 

know not only how to select the BEST food, but the RIGHT food for their dog.

The Assessment is Based upon 5 Categories:

 1.  Color of the dog’s tongue

 2. Eye clarity

3. Behavior

 4. Personality

 5. Overall Health
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1.1. Tongue 2. Eyes 3. Personality 4. Behavior 5. Health

Indicators include: Pacing, panting, 
itching, seasonal allergies, laying in 

cold places, a bright red tongue

Indicators include: Happy, athletic, 
active, has clear eyes, a nice pink 

tongue and a strong stomach

Indicators include: Seeks warmth, has a 
light pink or pale tongue, drools, has less 
of an appetite & appears to lack energy

Dietary Recommendation
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Now calculate which category this dog falls into. Count up how many of  
each color you checked off, and that will tell you which diet this dog needs.
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COOLING DIET
For pets that run warm

NEUTRAL DIET
For pets that are just right

WARMING DIET
For pets that run cool

If you checked:

Feed a

Dog’s Name:

LET’S DIG IN & LEARN MORE ABOUT YOUR FUR BABY!
Use this easy 5-part assessment to find the best diet for each dog.Use this easy 5-part assessment to find the best diet for each dog.

1.1.  Check off the description that best fits the dog in each   Check off the description that best fits the dog in each   
category (tongue, eyes, etc.)category (tongue, eyes, etc.)

2.2.  When you’re finished, see the Dietary Recommendation  When you’re finished, see the Dietary Recommendation 
section below.section below.

If you checked: If you checked:

Feed a Feed a

 WARM, COOL or NEUTRAL?
Find the best recipe that will Nourish 

and Balance your dog.

Scan the QR Code!

Mobile Access

WARM, COOL, or NEUTRAL?
Find the best recipe that will Nourish 

and Balance your dog

Scan the QR Code!

In-Store Assessment Sheet

Online Assessment


